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Political Economy
The evaluation of the trade, production and how it intertwines with 

government and law, but more importantly how they work together 

to elevate one another. 



Economics

Economics is the study of how individuals and groups make 

decisions with limited time, which truly encapsulates the central 

focus when spotlighting political economy. 



Reason for Research

Money is constantly flowing in and out of society, and it is 

important to know how much exactly, what are you profiting most 

from, and where are you allocating the profit to benefit your society 

in the best way possible.



Economic Theories
- Socialism, complete balance because of the massive 

government intervention and they ultimately control businesses, 
and money input, output as a whole 

- Capitalism, one of the founding factors is Laissez-Faire. Limited 
or less government intervention will ultimately result in the 
benefit of the country. 



Political Capitalism
- “Political capitalism is an economic and political 

system in which the economic and political elite 

cooperate for their mutual benefit”



Foreign Aid 
- “The Marshall Plan to rebuild Europe was designed to blunt the influence of 

rising Communist political forces on the continent. National security 

concerns have continued to drive U.S. assistance policy, aiming to provide 

stability in conflicted regions, bolster allies, promote democracy, or 

contribute to counterterrorism and law enforcement efforts abroad”



Foreign Aid Cont’d
- “More than two hundred countries receive U.S. aid. It 

disproportionately goes to a few, however, with the top five all 

receiving over $1 billion per year as of 2016”
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